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Project Justification

50,000

0

Number of objects > 10cm

We are increasingly reliant on space-based systems for life on Earth.
Those systems are at increasing risk of damage from space debris. Unless
significant mitigation and remediation efforts are taken, a cascading chain
of orbital collisions is imminent, making orbital operations a challenge for
hundreds of years.

0years

100years

Without Active Debris Removal

Mission
Statement
Our goal is to propose a mission
concept for the reduction of space
debris through active debris removal
based on terrestrial EcoDesign. This
will include developing a business
case and addressing regulatory and
policy frameworks.
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200years
With Active Debris Removal
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Which Orbit are We Cleaning?

The majority of debris is found in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), specifically the
Sun-Synchronous Orbit (SSO) at 800 km altitude and 99° inclination. ADAM
starts here with the goal of removing 10 large objects per year.
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Our Solution

In line with ESA’s novel Clean Space initiative, we propose an active
debris removal mission, based on terrestrial EcoDesign principles. Using
concurrent engineering methodology, we analyze two space mission
concepts. The EcoDesign principles are implemented through an end
to end product life cycle assessment of both mission concepts. We
seek to minimize further debris generation through design for demise
philosophy, including a planned controlled reentry. A business model,
public engagement strategy, and regulatory and policy framework are
also assessed.
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ADAM

Single-chaser
Mission Concept

An EcoDesign Approach to
Cleaning Orbital Space

01

2

3

1

Station Mission Concept
Scenario A

The single-chaser mission concept makes use of a single spacecraft, the chaser. 1 The chaser is launched into
the same orbit as the piece of space debris. 2 The chaser catches the space debris. 3 The chaser performs a
controlled reentry maneuver, where both the chaser and target deorbit together.
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2

Demonstration of
prepared refueling

2030

5
4

Demonstration of
unprepared refueling

600km
The station mission concepts consist of two chasers and an expendable module with deorbiting kits. 1 One
chaser will always be attached to the expendable module. The combination of at least one chaser and the
expendable module will act as a station. 2 The other chaser will be responsible for active debris removal, and
separates from the station to approach the debris. 3 After the rendezvous, capture, and stabilization, the
chaser will attach the deorbiting kit to the target and then separate. 4 The kit will then initiate a controlled
reentry of the debris. 5 The chaser returns to the station.

Station Mission Concept
Scenario B

2035

3

800km

1

2040

Demonstration of repair,
refurbish, and maintenance
of satellites

800km

60km

Roadmap

03

800km
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The difference between scenario A and scenario B is the orbital operations. Scenario A has the station in an
orbit below the target orbit, to minimize the risk of collision with debris. Scenario B has the station in the same
orbit as the target (800km). Regular collision avoidance maneuvers will be required in order to mitigate the risk
of collision with debris.

2025

Demonstration of
active debris removal

2018

SSP18 Team
Project Debris starts
*Prepared satellites are considered the ones
with a standardized fuel access port while
unprepared satellites do not have one.
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System
Architecture

EXPENDABLE MODULE

Refuelling capability and deorbiting kits. Between
each debris removal mission, the chaser will return to
the station to refuel and collect a new deorbiting kit.

DEORBITING KIT

A payload designed to perform deorbiting of
debris. 20 kits are mounted on the expendable
module, and individually carried by the chaser to
the debris.

THERMAL

Designed with active and passive
components for temperature
control of all subsystems.

COMMUNICATIONS

Telemetry and command using
data relay system for continuous
visibility of ground station during
debris capturing and docking.

CHASER

A standalone spacecraft capable
of deorbiting space debris of up
to 2,000 kilograms.

GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION
AND CONTROL

Chaser system equipped with navigation
sensors, capable of absolute and relative
navigation, guidance, and control.

POWER

Modular design concept with solar cells
for chaser and battery for deorbiting kit.

ROBOTIC ARM

Located on each chaser, carries the
deorbiting kit, and mounts it to the debris.
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PROPULSION

Green propellant is used to reduce
environmental impact.
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EcoDesign
EcoDesign is a novel approach to mitigate the environmental impact, applying an end
to end product Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). We developed a methodology to conduct
the LCA, analyzing and comparing the ecological impact of both mission scenarios. For
this purpose we selected three eco impact categories and concentrated on negative
ecological hotspots throughout the entire product life cycle.
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MISSION COMPARISON with

ADAM

02

03

5

01

Eco Impact Categories

Global Warming
Potential

Human Toxicity
Potential

regard to ecological impact parameters
is shown in the chart. The higher
the value, the greater the negative
environmental impact potential.
Combining the three values for the
impact categories leads to the following
accumulated single score value for each
mission scenario:
Concept

Score

Single-chaser Mission

1

Station Mission

0.88

ENVIRONMENTAL HOTSPOTS

are identified and EcoDesign options
proposed to effectively decrease the
negative environmental impact, arising
from the process as well as the
product.

0.40

Station Mission
Concept

Single-chaser
Mission Concept

0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

Global Warming
Potential

Human Toxicity
Potential

Mineral Resource
Depletion Potential

EcoDesign
Solar Array
Gallium Arsenide vs Silica
EcoDesign
Propellant
Hydrazine vs HAN-based

Mineral Resource
Depletion Potential

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

Phase A

•

Phase B

Feasibility + Preliminary
Definition

Phase C

Phase D

Detailed definition +
Qualification and Production

Phase E1

Phase E2

Phase F

Launching and
Commisioning

Utilization
Phase

Disposal

Station Mission
Concept

•

7

•
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Characterization of the system by
collecting ecological input/output
parameters of the system which
contribute to the impact categories.
In ADAM we cover the space and
ground segment as well as the
launcher system.
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Single-chaser
Mission Concept

The purpose of the LCA is to analyze the
ecological impact of the mission concepts,
supporting the engineers in their
technical decision making. The main steps
in the LCA are:

Normalization of the gathered
parameter values of each mission
scenario via a functional unit. In
ADAM, the functional unit is the
number of deorbited satellites.
Weighting of the normalized values,
which are correlated with their eco
impact category, regarding their
societal importance. In ADAM, we
are weighting all values equally with
33.3%.

Design
for
Demise
Design for Demise is an engineering
process focusing on intentional design,
assembly, integration, and testing of a
spacecraft, to ensure that it will burn up
on uncontrolled reentry, so that it will
not cause a threat to people or property
on Earth.
The ADAM solution is to manufacture
the chaser and expendable module
from as many eco-friendly materials
as possible, and to configure the
subsystems so that they have the
optimum probability of complete burn
up.

Design for Demise
Reaction Wheels
Steel vs Aluminum
Design for Demise
Propellant Tank
Titanium Alloy vs Carbon Composites

Material Trade-offs
in EcoDesign and
Design for Demise
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Cost Analysis

Cost Structure

R&D, manufacturing operations

Cost estimates for the single-chaser mission and the station
mission were performed based on a mix of publicly available
cost data and cost models from the European Space Agency
(ESA) and the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). Cost
estimates serve as an input for decision making to develop and
realize the missions.

Key Activities

R&D, Marketing, public outreach, establish partnerships, lobby policy
makers, operations, fund raising

ESA (million EUR)
Single-chaser
Mission Concept
Station Mission
Concept

Development Cost of
First Chaser

241.30

119.45

65.90

36.20

Scenario A

386.80

242.27

Scenario B

390.80

242.67

Recurring Cost for
Repeat Missions

Key Resources

ISRO (million EUR)

Operations center, human resources, financial assets, intellectual property,
orbital assets, launchers, ground stations, cost structures

Eco Benefits

Reduction of human toxicity, reduction of environmental impact, reduction of mineral
resource depletion, reduction of carbon footprint

Key Partners

Government, military, international organizations, space agencies, business angels and venture
capitalists, research organizations and academia, SSO satellite operators, ground station operators,
insurance companies, launch providers, mega-constellation operators
D

Business: Key Milestones

8

C

7

ADAM

B

Business Canvas

2018: Research and Development

Form a private entity
Target active debris removal in SSO as primary
business venture and identify potential customers
Initiate contact with strategic partners; organize
seed funding, grants, and programs to secure
capital
A

6

•
•

This is a model of the business, visualizing all the different aspects that need
to be considered in order to successfully execute the project.
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•

5

7

Value Proposition

Strengthen customer relationships.
Agree on contracts for active debris removal

Preserve LEO environment, protect on orbit assets, reduce risk of collision, EcoDesign, end of life
solution, fully integrated debris removal service, ensure legal compliance

6

•
•
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2023: Start-Up

3

Revenue Streams

•

2

Customer Segments

4

•

Build on success of active debris removal
demonstration to generate contracts for more
work
Establish partners/customers for on orbit refuelling

Government funding, industry funding, business angels and venture capitalists funding,
intergovernmental funding, service fee
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2025: Establishment of Reputation

Government, military, space agencies, SSO satellite operators, mega-constellation
operators
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•

Customer Relationships

Public Private Partnership, Invitation to Tender, co-development,
personal networking
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Develop more profitable activities; on orbit
refuelling, repair, refurbishment, and maintenance
Build on success of active debris removal
and refuelling – shift from funding revenue to
commercial revenue
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2030: Business Expansion

Channels

1
EET
SH 1

Media (ex. Space News), conferences, events, direct contact
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A DAY
WITHOUT
SATELLITES

Legal & Policy
Framework
Path Forward for
ADAM Missions
International Level
Establishment of an international legal and policy framework which:
• Clarifies the legal status of space debris
• Ensures transparency of operations to prevent tension between states
• Takes into account the Long-term Sustainability Guidelines of the
UNCOPUOS
• Implements effective systems for Space Traffic Management and Space
Situational Awareness
• Applies an adequate liability regime which limits liability of entities contributing to the remediation of space debris
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02

National Level
•
•

Identification of national requirements for licensing of active debris
removal missions
Encourage states to include space debris removal clauses in national
licensing requirements

Customer Relationship

03

14

Conclusion of contractual agreement clarifying the expectations
and obligations of the parties with regard to:
• Level of performance
• Liability
• Exchange of data
• Intellectual property rights and export control
• Cost and schedule

Awareness
Campaigns

01

08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00

11
00

Social Media
The social media campaign to raise
public awareness includes Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter. Popular new
and existing hashtags include:

12:00
13:00

Stock exchange
crashes, news systems are crippled,
traffic lights are in
chaos, and electric
grids loose
synchronization.

General Media
The general media campaign includes
print and media advertisements. Such
advertisement would illustrate the
importance of satellites, and how a
day without satellites would look.

14:00
15:00
16:00

03

07
00
GPS coverage collapses, cellphones
are disabled, credit
cards freeze, and
internet collapses.

#ADAMcleanupspace
#SafeTheSatellites
#CleanSpaceDebris
#TPDEBRIS
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Satellite blackout!
Communication
satellites go mute
due to space debris
impact!

Engagement of
Policy Makers
To engage the policy makers and
governments of different countries
we propose a grassroots campaign.
Policy makers should be updated on
regular basis with regards to recent
technology developments in space
debris and incidents that occur due to
space debris.

13
00

Coast guards
cannot communicate, aircraft go
missing, and there
is a cascade of
transportation
accidents.

16
00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
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